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Grand Master : 
J-Arthur 

(Arthur Thomas) 
01483  224491 (h) 
07986 048618 (m) 

Joint Masters: 
No Nookie 

(Tracey Parker)  
01483 833270(h)  

???? ??????(m) 
Too Posh  

(Debbie H-Gaskin) 
01737 645393(h) 
07949 100896(m) 
Religious Advisor : 

Shit For Brains 
(Steve Parker) 

01483 833270(h) 
07791 634883(m) 

Clutcher’s Mate : 
G & T 

(Diana George)  
01372 373 856(h) 

Hash Cash : 
Chunderos 

(Lorraine Piercy) 
01372 454907 (h)  

Trail Master: 
The Bounder 
(Frank Bown) 

 01483 423788(h) 
 07958 450762 (m) 
Bashes, e.g. 2000th 

Bonn Bugle (Jo Avey) 
07718903 493 

 
DapperHasherie: 

Bizley Babe 
Jackie Reynolds 

01276 856279(h) 
(m) 

Biermeister: 
Uncle Gerry(Gurney) 

01372 386921 (h) 
07740 866049 (m) 

Joint-Secs : 
Lonely 

(Ben Ralston) 
07710 981309(m) 

and 
Tequil’ over  

(Richard Piercy) 
07730 202263 (m) 
01372 454907 (h) 
01372 455397 (r)  

(r) = recorded ! 
sh3@surreyh3.org 

 www.surreyh3.org 

Date 23 Nov 2014 

Hares Chunderos & Teq 

Venue Chelsham  

ONoN The Coach House 

RAIN RE IGNS IN  

CHILLY CHELSHAM 

A head count during the run 
revealed 20 of us, possibly 
excluding Tosser, who does 
his own thing. It certainly 
excludes those who never left 
base, such as SH3's very own 
Julien Blanc, our Ard'On 
Provocateur. Why so few? An 
unfamil iar and remote 
location, home only to Svend 
and Eva? The atrocious 
w e a t h e r ?  Th e  h a r e s ' 
reputation? And of the 20, 
only 3 ran the coda after the 
drink stop- namely Stilton, 
your scribe, and No Nookie, 
who ripped her calf open on 
barbed wire. "Game girl 
though, picked herself up and 
finished....." - how many of 
you remember the lyrics from 
High Society? Actually, some 
of the best checks were part of 
this coda, but solving checks 
when you are three hashers is 

less than obvious; how do you 
stay in touch? (Call? - Teq) 

 
The weather. Not that it 

rained hard, but continuous 
drizzle with occasional icy 
gusts leaves a man cold and 
wet after 90 minutes. By the 
time I had changed, the Circle 
was over, though I can hardly 
blame the less-than-diligent 
souls who had omitted the 
coda, come in on road and 
stood around waiting for us. 
Before climate change 
overtook us, my experience 
had been that only 1 in 100 
trails were seriously wet, but 
it is not that many months ago 
that Le Pro bored us all with 
blacktop in rain in Wood 
Street Village. My estimate 
needs revising. As do 
Environment Agency 1 in 100 
or 1 in 1000 year floods; these 

will in future be much more frequent. 
Even today's wet, unremarkable by 
tropical standards, left Surrey's ill-
drained roads deep in water. Have 
you heard that our distances are to go 
metric? We shall be told kilometres 
as well as miles; an exceptionally 
accurate conversion factor is 103 Km 
make 64 miles, the error being less 
than 5 metres. Not many of you knew 
that.... (I always use 80k=50m, don’t 
know error but error in sums on 
103/64 is likely larger! Teq) 

 
The trail. We wasted a fair few 

minutes pratting about at what proved 
eventually a back check for which 
none of us could find a circle. The 
hares did the same to me in a field 
near St Leonard's church. Not finding 
a circle I carried ruefully on, 
encouraged by Too Posh, who 
however had more sense than to 
follow me, but everyone else was 
wiser and checked the other way. 

Tosser upbraided me with 
being lethargic when I at last 
caught up, which seems a 
l i t t l e  u n f a i r .  M o r e 

philosophical, Dormouse 
commented "Someone had to 
do it, and it was you". Belcher 
had a very good day solving 
checks, which allowed him to 
speak generously of the hares: 
"They have done very well 
with all these big blobs, which 

we can see despite the rain". 
Sourly, I thought: "Hmmmm. 
Many of the blobs have shrunk 
so far they are barely 
perceptible." 

(especially underwater—Teq) 

 
Anyway, after the church we had 

a gin stop with chocolates, very 
welcome, thank you the hares. 
Tosser does not drink gin, so 
marched glumly on, but everyone 
else had a good time, shivering as 
we were. "Don't get cold!" said 
Stilton, though I was not sure I 
could possibly be any colder.... 

 



Since I missed SFB's eloquence and so can 
record no sinners here, you get addenda. 
By way of irritating Do You, the first is 
political. Democracy so far has meant the 

rest of us get ruled by the elite, whose parties so 
closely resemble one another, since "policies" are a 
thing of the past, that they are inter-changeable, 
differing only in personalities. Now we have a 
genuinely democratic party, and just look at their 
ideas... So my suggestion for next year's elections is 
UKIP vs the Green Party, the others being ruled out as 
superseded. 

My other supplement is a gripe about "empathy", 
which we are told to use instead of "sympathy", though 
the Greek origins of these words have identical 
meanings, and in words from Latin or Anglo-Saxon 
you only get one shot, compassion or fellow-feeling. 
Yes, I know, there is alleged to be a difference, but it 
makes no sense. Stick with "sympathy"! (and that is 
NOT sympathisch auf Deutsch! Teq) 

OnOn 
FRB 
 
Post scribe gone home note: 
Atalanta’s car was spotted in the car park which 

meant one thing … The “late” Atalanta was out there! 
I correctly refused (she assured me on ultimate return) 
to go out and search “She would see it as an insult” I 
insisted, “She’s probably broken into a barn and is 
sitting by a roaring fire by now, roasting an animal she 
has torn the head off!” But no, she arrived for a hug 
and a red before end of play. (Proxy MOA 1) 

Funny thing: you wait ages for a write up to come along, 
then two arrive together! 

 
COOL WET  RUNNINGS IN  CHELSHAM 

A CANDIDATE FOR THE  GOLDEN 

FL IPPER AWARD? 
 
It was time for Tequ’il and Chunderos to take up the 

gauntlet handed down by FRB to challenge for the SH3 
Golden Flipper award for his Old Woking Flood Plain run. 

This week’s hares had a distinct advantage as it has been 
pissing it down all night and and all through the run it 
continued to tip down. 

The non-wimps of SH3 (the definition of wimp being 
walking straight into the pub and not appearing anywhere 
on the run) were the late traditional comers who did brave 
it were Growler and Atalanta who completed some of the 
run at least. 

The pack headed off in good spirits without guidance 
from hares (who were pretty well live) about safety issues 
and the required watercraft for the trail. It was getting 
colder and the pack were muttering under their breaths 
about back check after back check as their trainers filled 
with water and legs became covered in mud. 

Barbie tried to raise the sprits as the rain intensified by 
firing off a volley of very dodgy jokes with Tosser and 
Belcher tumbling to everyone’s amusement while Too 
Posh stayed pretty well upright. 

‘One in the eye’ was decidedly in the Pink while the 
locals Cling on and Cling off who thought the weather 
looked so promising that they cycled to the run bravely 

tried to find logical solutions to the checks in the hope 
that the back checks were all only laid 300 metres from 
the pub. 

Doormouse was ducking and diving everywhere on 
muddy tracks to find solutions. The RA who had laid 
on perfect weather for FRB’s run failed miserably this 
week and was in fact so confident of his powers would 
prevail this week he only wore a T shirt and 
consequently was seen by Rhum visibly shivering. 

Eventually the pack headed across a ford to see the 
welcome sight of the G&T bucket and tin of Quality 
Street which Barbie almost woofed all by him. 
Chunderos stayed in the VW to prevent it from rolling 
into the Ford (because reversing out with all the related 
crunching of gears wasn’t an option). I bet she had 
wished she had planned a duvet day this Sunday! 

Only No Nookie (coming in pouring with blood but 
still acting as stand-in GM), FRB and Stilton completed 
the run as the rest of the pack either mooned T’quil and 
Chunderous (on their way back from the sip stop) or 
just sodded off straight to the pub. 

Well off course the tumbling tossers and other sinners 
were brought in by the RA but really awards are due to 
FRB for winning the wet T shirt contest, for Rhum & 
Growler for the most luminescent jackets and Atalanta 
for battling the elements on her own to find the trail. 
Also we must not forget that ‘Cling On’ & ‘Cling 

Off’ (against their better judgment) cycled to the run and 
home again and Red Eye for masterfully leading his pooch 
around the trail who was not a happy punter. 

Awards definitely don’t go to the wimps who sat in the 
pub. Among them: Gibber (who claimed a genuine injury 
as opposed to a fake one this week), Bounder and Arden
(sic - Teq) Provocateur. 

One bonus for the pack was the peace and quiet granted 
by the absence of the Hash Horn! 

 
On On Bodyshop 
 
And Finally: 
Here we have Redeye’s 

“Dog”, he of the squeaky bark. 
Not sure which of the two was 
the slowest. When they 
eventually got to the nearly 
closed Gin Tonic stop, the water 
was well above “Churchill’s” 
plimsole line, as the genuine 
photo shows, so probably him 
(on the assumption he still is, a 
him that is). 

Svend was fortified with a 
freezing G and T and that was 
the last we saw of him, ever! I don’t remember passing 



Receding Hare-Line 2014   Runs start at 11:00 

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details 

Directions 

Run    2068 

Date   30 Nov 2014 

Hares Lord Raleigh 

Venue Dorking, Friends Life cp 

On On Friends Life Clubhouse 

Post Code RH4 1TE 

Scribe FRB 

OS TQ173505 

2069 7 Dec 2Posh or Camra Reigate or Oxfordsh. 

2070 14 Dec Tail End & ET  

2071 21 Dec J Arthur Wormley 

2072 28 Dec ?  

2073 4 Jan ? ?? 

2074 11 Jan ? ?? 

Surrey H3 Events 

18 Dec CL has organised a film trip to see Mr 
Turner in Leatherhead Theatre along with a 
Weatherspoons Pub visit. Book via    
 http://www.theleatherheadtheatre.org/ 

(Piercys & McCoys signed up) 

21 December Hooray Jingle Bells Hash 

Other Hash Events 2014/15 

29-30 November  Riviera H3 Christmas Party Run 

29-31 May 2015 German Nash Hash  

From previous visitor events they’ve organised this 
should be excellent! gnh2015-berlin.de 

29-30 August 2015 UK Nash Hash 

M25J9 A24 s.p Dorking. 6 miles , at Dorking main station Turn 
left and immediately right into Lincoln Road behind The 
Lincoln Arms hotel. 400 metres under bridge; hairpin left into 
Friends Life first CP bordered with pine trees. Bring coins of 
the realm for ticket for use of CarPark & Club bar. Should the 
barrier be down; call control using panel on pillar on right. 

Help the Hare Razor 

Don’t ask what your Hare Razor does for you! Ask what 
you can do for your Hare Raiser. 

Channelswim (channelswimaspire .co.uk) update   

from Lord Raleigh 

“ 1200 lengths swum circa 200 to go “ 

'on voit presque les petites grenouilles sur les quais a Cap 
Gris Nez  ' 

Raleigh translation (in absence of FRB’s): 

"one can almost see the froggies on the quayside at the 
Cape” 

          On On !  Raleigh 

A rare bit road 

Les Gurls 

Dry in there? 

Why we run in Surrey! 

CAMRA- 7th December  

Sunningwell village hall  [OX136RD] hosted by Oxford, 
£10 secures 2 pints real ale, commemorative glass, food 
and a variety of hash trails. J Arthur has tickets for sale 
and there is just one place left on the bus [£15] with pick-
ups at Leatherhead  and Woking Stations. 

them on the road along with the other no hopers, so must have followed the REAL trail. If 
three silent hashers had trouble finding the trail, think how difficult it must have been for a 
middle aged Viking and a submarine dog that needs oiling! Anyway despite serious 
misgivings on the likelihood of drinkable beer at the Manor House after a crap pint on the one 
from last recce, and a sleepless week trying to plan a recovery, Shaun came up trumps with a 
once in a blue moon Guest beer! Excellent—On On Teq 

(Continued from page 2) 



Chunderos >> 

(Warm) 

What rain? 

Hooray! 

The AA 

<< FRB 

(COLD)  

Would you take 
these legs through 

a barbed wire 
fence? 

Barbie’s mop has 
shrunk in the rain 

 


